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Regen passionately believes that sustainable energy has a vital role
at the heart of a successful economy and thriving local communities.
Our mission is to transform the way we generate, supply, and use
energy. Energy is the beating heart of our communities, an unseen
web that binds us together. Radical change in such a critical system
is not going to be easy. Regen has a clear goal – accelerating the
transition to a decarbonised, decentralised and democratic energy
system. We are independent, mission led, and not-for-profit.
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10:10 Climate Action is a registered charity that exists to help
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favourite places with LEDs, we’re positive, inclusive and dedicated to
cutting carbon.
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Community Energy England (CEE) is a not for profit organisation
that represents and supports those committed to the community
energy movement. CEE was established by the sector to provide
a voice for community energy and to help create the conditions
within which it can flourish. This is done by increasing the profile of
community energy, sharing good practice and by advocating for
supportive policies at national and local levels.
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On a cold January morning in 2017, the
South East London Community Energy
(SELCE) team met for a strategy day. They
decided this was the year they’d work
on renewable heat. From their efforts
to alleviate fuel poverty, they know how
important heat is. Plus, while the feed-in
tariff dropped and dropped, the renewable
heat incentive (RHI) was holding steady.
So it looked like there could be a good
business model in there somewhere too.
They started with five potential sites,
all local swimming pools, and whittled
it down to the two best. After a lot of
research they came up with two potential
technologies - biomass using coffee
grounds and an air source heat pump.

They were feeling confident and excited
about these new projects, but things did
not go according to plan. After months
of work they discovered London’s air
quality regulations meant a biomass
project would never be granted planning
permission. Worse, the air source
heat pump proved significantly more
expensive than they’d thought, ruling it out
completely.
SELCE aren’t giving up on heat yet. They
had considered a water source heat pump
for one of their swimming pool sites, but
it was slightly too far away from the lake.
But, nextdoor and right on the lakeside,
there’s an artist’s studio currently being
refurbished. SELCE are now investigating
installing a water source heat pump there.

Key lessons from the project
1.

Air quality regulations mean
challenges for biomass, particularly
in urban areas, so planning
permission will never be granted.
The restrictive situation is London
is likely to soon extend to other
regions.

2. Renewable heat requires a high
level of technical expertise, you’ll
need to recruit experts into your
community energy group.
3. Swimming pools are ideal for
renewable heat projects but they
must be well insulated.

The Building Resilience project was made possible with the
support of the Friends Provident Foundation
Friends Provident Foundation is an independent charity that
makes grants and uses its endowment towards a fair, resilient and
sustainable economic system that serves society. We connect, fund,
invest and share learning to shape an economy that works for all.
friendsprovidentfoundation.org
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Wading through coffee grounds
Interview with Gio Speciale

Millie Darling interviewed Giovanna
Speciale from SELCE to find out about
their research into renewable heat, and
what other practitioners can learn from
their work.

Who are you and how did you first
get involved in community energy?
My name is Giovanna and I am CEO of
SELCE. I first got involved in community
energy because I am passionate about
tackling climate change. I have a
background of climate change activism,
working in the community development
sector, and a Masters in energy policy, so
I had the skills I needed to set up SELCE. I
live on an off-grid boat with solar panels in
Greenwich and wanted to use my expertise
and position to bring energy control into
my community’s hands.

I first got involved in
community energy because i
wanted to save the planet! It
genuinely is time for people
to don their superhero
clothes and get out there and
do something about this.
How did you feel setting out on this
project with Regen SW?
I was optimistic about the idea of making
a renewable heat project work, and was
excited about the possibility that this
would be a useful new business model
for us.

What’s the story of working on this
project?
We had a team strategy day in January
2017. We were sat around in the freezing
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cold and decided to do something about
heat! We wanted to work with renewable
heat because a lot of our work is focused
on fuel poverty alleviation, so we know
that heat is very important to people. We
believe that tackling heat is key to the
energy transition. With Fits going down,
we were interested in creating a new
business model with the RHI.

We all sat around in the
freezing cold and decided
we wanted to do something
about heat!
From our work in fuel
poverty Heat really is
the thing that matters to
people. Tackling heat is the
way to win over hearts and
minds, is key to an energy
transition.

three technologies could be feasible for
these sites: biomass with wood pellets,
biomass with coffee pellets, or an air
source heat pump.

What were the main barriers that
came up in this project?
We had some moral qualms about
working with biomass. We spent a long
time considering the implications on air
quality and where we would be happy
to source the biomass from. We came
to the conclusion that under certain
strict conditions we would be happy to
work with biomass. We chose to work
with the coffee pellets because they are
manufactured relatively closeby.
After spending lots of time and money
working on this project we realised that
a biomass project would never be able
to go ahead in London because of air
quality planning regulations. There is

Gio Speciale, Sylvie Wynn and Camilla Berens from SELCE with Tim Crook from Regen.

We identified five potential swimming pool
sites for renewable heat projects. After a
successful UCEF application, we hired a
consultant from Carbon Smart to support
us in finding out if renewable heat would
be possible at any of the five sites. Our
consultant narrowed it down to the two
most suitable, Thamesmead Leisure Centre
(a leisure centre run by the council) and
Charlton Park Academy (a special needs
schools with a hydrotherapy swimming
pool). This was based on our criteria that
buildings needed to be well insulated,
with minimal operations and maintenance
requirements in the long term (so we
would not need to hire someone). We
wanted to maximise carbon savings, and
maximise financial benefit to the site too.
We did lots of site visits and started
collecting data to make the projects
happen. Our consultant identified that
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no way to ever do biomass in London
because it’s way above the necessary
emissions values. This enormous barrier
is something that we (or our consultant)
should have identified earlier. We were
really disappointed when we found out having worked on the project for a year.
For a while we were still hopeful about
installing an air source heat pump, but
after getting quotes from installers we
realised this wasn’t going to be financially
viable. The fuse boards at the sites
needed to be replaced to be compatible
with air source heat pumps, which require
relatively new electrics.
The technical expertise required to work
with this technology was also a major
barrier for us. Solar PV is a relatively
simple technology for a community
energy group to get their head around,
whereas working with renewable heat
requires a much higher level of expertise
as it is all more complicated.

What gets you up in the morning to
keep you working on SELCE projects?
Optimism! A belief that we can make
change. I feel a great sense of obligation
to my community, and to tackle climate
change. There’s always another project to
work on so I keep doing it.

What are you planning to work on
next?
We are continuing to look at renewable
heat. Right now we are investigating
installing a water source heat pump at an
artists’ studio in Thamesmead which is by
a lake.
We believe there could be a useful
intervention in doing heat recovery from
swimming pools. Lots of hot water is
flushed straight into the sewers from
cleaning and showers at pools, so we may
look into this in the future.
SELCE will of course also continue
our important fuel poverty alleviation
work, and looking for sites for solar PV
installations.
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